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Joe on his way to the bus"
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Security vs. usability

� More than 60% of users do not use
a PIN on their mobile phone (*)

� All-or-nothing access control model does 
not meet mobile users’ requirements

� See our user study results:
“Goldilocks and the Two Mobile Devices” (**)

(*) http://www.bullguard.com/news/latest-press-releases/press-release-archive/2011-06-21.aspx
(**) E. Hayashi et al., Goldilocks and the Two Mobile Devices: Going Beyond All-Or-Nothing  

Access to a Device’s Applications. SOUPS 2012



Progressive authentication

" is not about a new authentication mechanism 

for mobile devices.

" is about deciding when to surface authentication

and for which applications.



Beyond all-or-nothing

� Different protection levels for different applications 
� Our user study indicates 3 levels are desirable
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Confidential

Private

security

Bank



Multi-level authentication

if (authenticity_level < app_security_threshold)
request_credentials

else
grant_access

user invokes
private app

user invokes 
confidential app

How is the authenticity level 
computed?



Sensors are here and more are coming!

Which sensor to use for authentication?



Multi-modal, multi-device model

� Identity: face and voice recognition (camera, audio)

� Continuity: when has the user let go off the phone? (acc., touch, light...)

� Proximity to other known devices (Bluetooth, activity detection sensors)

� Secrets: PIN, passwords

� " and many more: behavioral signals, possession signals, etc.  

Time



Dealing with noisy, unreliable signals

� Not robust in isolation, combined using machine learning models
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Training machine learning models



Implementation

� Implemented on WP7.5 + Gadgeteer sensors

� Data collection and offline training

� Office scenarios: 9 users for 1.5 h, 5 apps, phone-PC setup

� Attack scenarios

� Attackers: strangers or known non-owners

� May or may not know which sensor signals the system relies on

� No attacks to passwords or biometrics

� No attacks on wireless link, trusted OS

� If owner present, implicit authorization

� 3 machine learning models

� SVM (support vector machine), Decision Tree, Linear Regression



System evaluation

� Goals
� Authentication overhead

� Convenience and security trade-offs

� High and low-level processing models’ accuracy

� Power consumption



Authentication overhead reduction

� Overhead reduction of 42% and no unauthorized accesses

Phone w/o PIN Phone w/ PIN ProgAuth

PIN entries 0 19.2 11.2

Unauthorized
accesses

100% 0% 0%



Convenience and security trade-offs

Risk
factor

Progr
Auth

Convenience
(More FAs)

Security
(More FRs)

R highR low

Risk factor %FR Priv %FR Conf %FA Priv %FA Conf

0.05 57.7 100.0 3.3 0.0

1 53.5 98.4 4.9 0.0

20 34.4 96.8 16.1 0.0

� False Rejection (FR): Incorrectly require a PIN from a legitimate user

� False Authentication (FA): Incorrectly authenticate a non-legitimate user



Prog Auth

Power consumption

� Low-energy continuous sensing architecture (e.g., LittleRock) 

� Disable/enable costly signals

� Offload computation to cloud 

Config. Avg power (mW) Exec time (sec)

Local 651 0.23

Local-Min (*) 42 0.20

Local-
Remote

325 0.99

Remote 307 1.50-2.81

Prog Auth

Prog Auth

Prog Auth Prog Auth

Prog Auth

= light compute
= heavy compute (*) reduced model accuracy



Conclusions

� Benefits
� Smaller authentication overhead

� Multi-level protection for valuable data

� Prototyped for mobile phones
� But extensible to desktop PCs, tablets, etc.

� With a few unreliable signals promising accuracy

� Power consumption and execution overhead acceptable

Thanks and see me for a demo
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